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Women and Children First to Be Harmed by 
Radiation - National Academy of Sciences 

higher risk of disease and death from 
radiation than adults. Yet, "it is rarely 
pointed out that the regulation of ra
diation and nuclear activity worldwide 
ignores the disproportionately greater 
harm to both women and children," 
wrote NIRS Southeast staffer Mary 
Olson in the October 22, 2011 brief-
ing paper, "Atomic Radiation is More 
Harmful to Women." 

The NAS findings were stunning 
enough, Olson reports, even though 
they only cover radiation doses from 

~ sources outside the body - gamma 
and X-rays - ignoring doses from 
radioactivity taken inside the body. 
Other researchers, like the European 
Committee on Radiation Risk, indi
cate that the effects may be even great
er than the NAS findings indicate. 

Some radioactive contamination is monitored in Japan. Photo: Asalti Shimhun 

The NAS says that the harm to 
women (cancer) is 50 percent higher 
than the comparable harm to men from 

By John La Forge 

The Nuclear Information & Resource Service has pub
lished a brief, eye-opening analysis of a human health 
bombshell that was buried in the National Academy of 
Sciences' 2006 warning about every-day radiation expo
sure. The most ignored and under-reported finding is that 
women are at a significantly greater risk of suffering and 
dying from radiation-induced cancer than men who get the 
same dose of ionizing radiation, says Mary Olson, author 
of the report. 

The National Academy of Sciences' (NAS) 2006 book
length report, Biological Effects of ionizing Radiation 7 
(BEIR VII), Phase 2, made headlines when it was first 
published because of its reaffirmation that children are at 

radiation doses that fall within the le
gal limit to the public over a lifetime. Of course radiation 
kJIIs men too, but the same dose kiiJs significantly more 
women. Both cancer incidence and death are 50 percent 
higher for women. 

The fact that this information has not been widely re
ported deprives women of their right to know about this 
threat and to protect themselves from tbJs harm. In ad
dition to the "right to know," women have the right to 
protection, the report declares. "The U.S. Constitution 
guarantees 'equa l protection under the law.' International 
'allowable' radiation levels do not reflect its dispropor
tionate harm to women- ~~L..!!!~-~~-~~~~\ 
they do, they are not protect t e;;:h 
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Remotely Aggressive 
By Paul Vos Benkowski were firing away from the 

embattled Marines. Also 
watching were Marines 
at Patrol Base Alcatraz 
12 miles from where the 
gunfight was taking place. 
It would be thei.r decision 
to call in a missile strike. 
They did. The pilot in 
Nevada launched the two 
Hellfire missiles from the 
unpiloted drone, the mis-
siles hit their targets and 
two American soldiers 
were dead. 

The use of unpiloted 
drones by the CIA has 

-
--- .. 

On March 17, 2011 unpiloted U.S. drones fired several 
missiles at a meeting of locals in the Northwest region 
of Pakistan, killing 40 civilians. Intelligence reports led 
the military to believe it was a high-level terrorist meet
ing in an area run by the Taliban. Instead the meeting was 
between two local tribes discussing rights to a chromite 
mine. Recently discovered chromite mines are common in 
the area. To keep the mines running profitably, the Taliban 
-as the reigning authorities in the area - often settle dis
putes between tribes with competing claims and levy taxes 
on exports and the mine operators. As high-level terror
ist. meetings go, according to locals and Pakistani leaders, 
thts was not one of them. "The TaJiban will never gather 
in such a large number in broad daylight to be targeted by 
the drones," according to a resident who did not want to 
be identified for fear of running afoul of the militants. "It 
will create resentment among the locals," he added, "and 
everyone might turn into suicide bombers." 

Then on April 5, 2011 , from Creech Air Force base 
in Indian Springs, Nevada, a pilot sat at the controls of a 
Predator drone that was flying some 7,500 miles away in 
Southwest Afghanistan. A fire fight bad broken out there 
between Taliban insurgents and U.S. Marines on patrol. 
The remote control "pilot" in Nevada toggled the joystick 
and the drone headed toward the battleground. A couple of 
clicks on the console and two Hellfire missiles were engaged. 

fired up a storm of in
ternational and domestic 
protest, both in the streets 
and in the courts. In April 

A Gray Eagle, a derivative of the pUotless Predator drone, is built by General 
Atomics Corporation. The wartime use of drones has increased dramaticaDy. 

A second crew member operated the cameras mounted 
on the drone and began his search for the skinnish. Soon 
enough the cameras caught three figures laying in a poppy 
field sending out the telltale white flashes of gunfire. Half
way across the U.S. at an Air National Guard base, an intel
ligence analyst was also monitoring the video. His job was 
to help prevent mistakes, and he noticed that the flashes 

of 2011 , 38 protesters were arrested at the New York Air 
National Guard base at Hancock Field. They were arrested 
after they came to the base to protest the MQ-9 Reaper 
drones, which the I 74th Fighter Wing of the guard has 
been remotely flying over Afghanistan, from Syracuse, 
since late 2009. Most lay down in the main entrance roads 
to the base. Two were in wheelchairs. At the protesters' 
trial in November, former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey 
Clark testified for the defense. "Drones inherently violate 
the laws of the United States and international law," Clark 
said in an interview before taking the stand. "They are as
sociated with the concept of assassination and murder." 
Clark, 83, has had a varied legal career that stretches from 

Great Lakes Would Lose Environmental 
Protections Under Proposed Bills 

Radioactive Waste Could Be Shipped Without 
Review of Accident Impacts 

By John LaForge 

More than 30 environmental protection laws would be 
voided within 100 miles of the U.S.-Canada border un
der two bills proposed respectively by Rep. Rob Bishop, 
R-Utah, and Rep. Ben Quayle, R-Ariz. The initiatives are 
~d by Quay le and Bishop to address smuggling and secu
nty threats on the southern border with Mexico, but both 
bills include the Canadian border as well. A Senate version 
of the plan doesn't include the northern border. 

The Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. 
Border Patrol would be free to ignore the Clean Air Act, 
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the Endan
gered Species Act if the bills are enacted in their current form. 

Jane Danowitz at the Pew Environment Group told 
the Minneapolis StarTribune Nov. 14 that Homeland Se
curity officials didn't ask for the 
legislation. "She thinks that's 
significant," the paper reported. 
"We're talking about legislation 
that would basicaUy, under the 
guise of national security, undo 
environmental laws that have 
been on the books for decades," 
Danowitz sa.id to the StarTri
bune. 'These are popular pro
tections." 

Even the Border Patrol is like
wise baffied about the proposal 's 

The giant boilers, used for decades inside the reactors 
contained metal tubes filled with bot water, which created 
steam that powered electricity-producing turbines. Bruce 
~ower, whose six reactors can produce 4, 700-megawans, 
ts the largest single reactor complex in North America. ac
cording to the Associated Press. 

Initially scheduled for last April, the transport is op
posed by C~an First Nations, environmental groups, 
elected offictals and others who have promised to pre
vent the extraordinary plan, pointing to the obvious threat 
of contamination it poses to the Great Lakes and to the 
danger of setting a reckless precedent. The lakes provide 
drinking water to more than 40 million people. 

Bruce Power had submitted a permit application to the 
U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Adminis

tration, but withdrew 
it last May "to allow 
further consultation 
with First Nations 
and others seeking 
additional informa
tion" according to the 
Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence Cities Ini
tiative. The Initiative, 
representing 73 towns 
along both sides of 
the border, reports 
that the amount of nuusefulness. "We haven't had this 

need, specifically, for any legisla
tion," Border Patrol spokesman 
Stacy Forbes, based in Grand 
Forks, North Dakota said to the 
StarTribune. 

Bruce Power in Ontario, operaton of the largest 
reactor complex in North America, wants its 32 used 
and radioactively contaminated steam generaton, like 
the one pictur~ to be shipped across the Great Lakes 
and through the St Lawrence. It could happen if major 
environmental protections are repealed. 

clear waste in the pro
posed shipment ex
ceeds by 50 times the 
International Atomic 
Energy Agency's ra
dioactivity standard 
for a single freight 
vessel on the lakes. 

Radioactive waste shippers 
would benefit 

Photo: Canadian Environmental Law Association. 

One beneficiary of a scot-free pollution zone along the 
border would be Bruce Power, Inc. which operates six nu
clear reactors near Owen Sound on Lake Huron, 180 miles 
north of Detroit. 

Bruce Power has been granted Canadian permits to ex
port and ship 32 large, radioactively contaminated steam 
generators - discarded from its agiug reactors - across 
the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway. The company 
wants to send them to Sweden for "recycling," and its 
proposed route would traverse Lake Huron, from Owen 
Sound, then cross Lake St. Claire, Lake Erie, pass through 
the Welland CanaJ, then cross over Lake Ontario and down 
the St. Lawrence to the sea. It wants to make two ship
ments, each with 16 generators - which weigh l 00 tons 
apiece and are each the size of a school bus. 

The proposed shipment has been held up because of 
permits still needed from regulators in the U.S., Britain, 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden. 

The Anishlnabek 
and Mobawk First Nations and the Anisbnawbae Kew 
Association, of the Ontario Native Women's Association. 
have condemned the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commis
sion (NCSC) for issuing the permits, since federal law re
quires that First Nations be consulted about any actions 
capable of impacting their territory, including the Great 
Lakes shoreline and a large part of its watershed. 

In addition, the Canadian Environmental Law Asso
ciation and the Sierra Club of Canada have filed suit in 
Federal Court in Toronto seeking judicial review of both 
the export and the transport permits. At issue is whether 
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act requires that 
a formal assessment be produced before permits can be 
properly issued by the NCSC. Richard Lindgren, legal 
counsel for the Canadian Environmental Law Association, 
toJd Nukewatch Nov. 17 that the Federal Court will likely 
set an early 2012 hearing date for the matter to be argued. 

. I~ Repre~entatives Quayle and Bishop get their way, 
similar reqwrements on the U.S. side would be moot.. o 

the drafting of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and opposi
tion to the Vietnam War, to the defense of Saddam Hus
sein in Iraq nearly four decades later. Clark said it violated 
international law to send the drones into other countries. 
"We're firing them into sovereign nations," be said. "We 
wouldn't appreciate that if Canada or Mexico did that (to 
the United States)." In support of the accused protesters, 
Clark said the defendants are being denied their constitu
tional rights of free speech and the freedom to assemble. 
And the charges, he said, pale in comparison to what the 
defendants are trying to stop. Clark cited the words of the 
13th century poet Dante, "The hottest place in hell is reserved 
for people who in time of moraJ crisis do nothing," he said. 

Since taking office in 2009, President Obama has 
stepped up the use of unpiloted drone attacks in the re
gion - 53 between January and August this year - a 
five-fold increase from the previous administration. The 
White House likes to point out the advanced technology 
of the drones but what is less clear is the legality of the 
drone strikes. More than 2,500 people have been killed by 
drone attacks under Obama. The drones' civilian death toU 
has not endeared the U.S. to the people of Pakistan and 
Afghanistan. And now that the U.S. has broadened the use 
of drones in Yemen and Somalia, it is safe to say more in
nocent lives will be lost, more dissent will grow, and more 
enemies ofU.S. policy will be created. 

The Air Force is seeking to replace the infamous U-2 
spy plane with a $12 billion Global Hawk program and the 
Navy has signed on to spend S 11 billion on a drone that 
could patrol the whole of the seven seas. 

Two certain beneficiaries of Obama 's expansion of re
mote control warfare are the profiteering manufacturers of 
the drones, General Atomics, Inc. and others, and the Air 
Force officers who stay safely removed from the bloodshed. 

At the beginning of the "War on Terror" drone strikes 
were shared between regional combat commands in the 
Pentagon and the more secretive missions of the CIA. But 
because Pentagon missions are obliged to follow stricter 
international rules of war, the CIA has been allowed to 
step up its own clandestine attacks. Of course the U.S. 's 
use of drones in the region is no secret. As the Wall Street 
Journal reports, the bulk of the CIA's drone strikes are 
" signature strikes," which "target groups of men believed 
to be militants associated with terrorist groups, but whose 
identities aren't always known." The State Department has 
voiced diplomatic concern about the CIA's attacks, since 
their civilian death toll has poisoned relations with Pakistan. 

What the Journal doesn't mention, and what's rarely 
mentioned in the media's coverage of the drone war, are 
the legal implications of targeting mere suspects simply 
because they're believed to be militants associated with 
terrorist groups. Under international Laws of war, a tar
geted killing, by drone or otherwise, is only lawful if the 
target was, at the time of the strike, either "directly partici
pating in hostilities" or performing a "continuous combat 
function ." Alternatively, the U .S. government could kill 
someone in self-defense if he posed an imminent threat. 
However, if the CIA is killing groups of unidentified in
dividuals on mere suspicion, that doesn't meet the legal 
requirement. This begs the question: Can CIA analysts, us
ing cameras strapped to their Predator and Reaper drones, 
or using information provided by local spies, distinguish 
combatants from civilians? As countless reports have at
tested, the answer is no, unpiloted drones appear to kill 
indiscriminately. 

So as the wars in Afghanistan and Pakistan continue for 
the foreseeable future and the United States expands its 
use of the drones to further reaches of the world, namely 
middle and northern Africa, we can expect more stories 
about errant strikes killing civilians as well as our own 
soldiers. We are reminded of the secret CIA bombing of 
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam in the 60s and 70s and can 
only wonder about what atrocities these drones will set 
loose, and who will accept responsibility. 

- Huffington Post, November 18; Democracy Now!, 
Nov. 4; Syracuse Post-Standard, Nov. 3; Wall St. Journal, 
Nov. 4; New York 1imes & BBC, March 17, 2011. 0 



Nuclear Iranophobia 
By Paul Vos Benkowski make some concessions, albeit 

On November 8th the International Atomic Energy grudgingly. 
Agency (IAEA) published another in a series of reports . ~ we go t~ .press, the pos
on Iran's developing nuclear program. The report portends stbt~tty of a~ditto?al sanctions 
that "Iran h~ been secretly engaged in behaviors that sug- agatnst Iran ts bemg hotly .de
gested that tt was seeking to construct a nuclear weapon." bated at f:be. UN. The Umted 
It also says that Iran "might be researching ways to deliver State~, Bntain and Canada are 
a nuclear weapon by means of a missile warhead." This is I!ushing ~ard for !ougher sane
the first time the agency, an arm of the United Nations, has ttons w~tle ~ussta and China 
made these assertions. Not only has the report been a call are pushmg nght back. Russia 
to arms for f:bose eage~ to rush to war with Iran, but it has has ?escribed p;oposed new 
also called mto questton the veracity of the intelligence sanction~ ~ ~cceptable 
coming out oflran. and agamst mternattonal law. 
~e ~atitrday following the report saw Republican ~s practice seriously CO!fl

prest~enttal hopefuls fielding a question about Iran at one P!tcates mo~es for con~.tru~ttve 
of therr many debates. Their answers were indicative of the dtalogue ":lth Tehran, satd a 
official distrust and animosity directed at Iran ever since the ~presen~ttve ~~m ~e Rus-
1979 revolution ousted the hated U.S.-installed Shah. S_tan Foretgn Mtmstry. We be-

~izza maker Hennan Cain promised to assist those heve that fu.e constant step~ing 
trymg to overthrow Iran's government. Newt Gingrich up of sanctiOns has long.smce 
pledged his devotion to the Israeli government's covert tran~cended the ~un?artes of 
operations against Iran's uranium fuel program _ which ~olvmg non-prohferatton tasks 
Iran says is only for nuclear power production Michele m the context of the Iranian 
Bachmann warned that any attempt by Iran to develop a nuclear program." 
nuclear weapon would set the stage "for worldwide nucle- Iran, a member of OPEC, 
ar war against Israel." President Obama on the other hand ranks among the world's top 
remained cautious in his appraisal of the report, especially four holders of proven oil ml:d 
compared to his thinly-veiled nuclear threat, made Octo,;. natttral gas reserves. Iran ts 

"This next song goes out to anyone 1.oho$ ever been 
in love with the idea of invading Iran. " 

ber 16, 2~11, when he said, "We don't take any options off OPE~'s sec~nd largest produ~er and exporter after Saudi 
the table m tenns of how we operate with Iran." ~abta, and m 2010 w~ the thtrd largest exporter of crude 

The White House has been trying to enlist Russian otl glo~ally a~er Saud_t Arabia and Russia. Iran mainly ex
President Dmitry Medvedev and Chinese President Hu ports oil to China, Indta, South Korea and Turkey. Exports 
Jintao in presenting a "common response" to the IAEA re- !O Italy and Britain have slowed since sanctions were put 
port, but they have blocked the United States in its push to 10 place. 
stiffen and broaden international sanctions on Iran. Russia Despite being a major oil supplier, Iran is in the cross-

~airs of war parties in the U.S. and Israel, something the 
tmporters of Iranian oil do not take lightly. 

Here's hoping that cooler heads prevail. Iran's business 
~artners in the East need to step up their pressure, allow
mg open IAEA inspections of its facilities and, for its part, 
the U.S. needs to drop the saber rattling and allow for di
plomacy and sanctions to do their part in averting another 

and China are both veto-wielding members of the UN Se
curity Council and have indicated that the new report has 
not changed their position. 

After the B53~ U.S. Can Kill Only 13 Million at a Time 
While President Medvedev has said he and Obama 

have discussed the issue, he criticized the new report as a 
"politicized compilation of previous reports" and said that 
"further sanctions were unwarranted." 

PANTEX, Texas- The U.S. Air Force's nine megaton 
B53 hydrogen bomb made headlines in October after the 
Energy Department announced that the last one in the nu
clear arsenal had been dismantled. 

The explosive power of nine megatons is incompre
hensible. Explaining that it has •'nine million tons of TNT 
equivalent" hardly clarifies. Even referring to this mon
strosity as a "bomb" is dishonest. The B53 was a night
mare of genocide. 

United Press International, the AP and other news or
ganizations trivialized the size of the massacre that using 
the B53 would have caused, saying it was "600 times" the 
power of the atomic bomb dropped by the U.S. Anny Air 
Forces on Hiroshima, Japan Aug. 6, 1945. 

The Hiroshima bomb had 12.5 kilotons of TNT equiva
lent. So a nine million ton device is 720 times as destruc
tive. All else being equal, 720 Hiroshima-size firestonns 
would destroy over 100 million people. The atomic bomb 

ignited over Hiroshima killed 140,000; 140,000 times 720 
equals 100,800,000. 

Deputy Energy Secretary Daniel Poneman reportedly 
said getting rid of the Pentagon's 300 B53s had "made the 
world safer." This soothing rhetoric is contradicted by cur
rent U.S. nuclear weapons policy in which 5,000 hydrogen 
bombs still in the arsenal are intended to scare the bejesus 
out of everyone. 

Hans Kristensen, a spokesman for the Federation of 
American Scientists, erred in telling the press that disman
tlement of the B53s "ends the era of big megaton bombs." 

The 1.2-megaton B83 H-bomb is still in the arsenal. At 
96 times the size of the weapon used on Hiroshima, it's 
fair to call it big. It can kill about 13 million, four-hundred 
and forty thousand people. The web site GlobalSecurity. 
org says the U.S. still has 620 of them. -JL 

- New York 1imes, Oct. 26; Associated Press and United 
Press International, Oct. 25 2011 0 

In it~ own response to the report, Iran was quick to 
defend tts nuclear program as energy for civilian use not 
weapons, calling the United States a bully and denoun'cing 
the author of the report, Yukiya Amano of Japan - the 
new Director General of the IAEA - as a "Washington 
stooge." Iran's Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khomeini 
sounded both defiant and concerned about the report. He 
said that potential military attackers would face a "strong 
slap and an iron fist." The Ayatollah's concern came in 
the. face of growing "Iranophobia" and the possibility the 
Umted States or Israel might use the report as a justifica
tion to bomb sites in Iran, touching off another war based 
on hype and unproven allegations. Brigadier Yadollah Ja
vani, a senior military advisor to Khomeini, warned that 
T~~ would retaliate against an Israeli military strike by 
htttmg back at nuclear facilities in Israel, the Jerusalem 
Post reported Nov. 25. 

Plutonium Production & Radiation Roulette 
The IAEA has been reporting on Iran's nuclear program By Troy Jones 

since 2003, and although its reports were never conclusive Plutonium-238 is 270 times more radioactive than 
they have resulted in international sanctions being levied weapons grade plutonium-239. If inhaled, a single particle 
against Iran. one millionth of a gram, can cause lung cancer. In Nuclea; 

IAEA report: misrepresentations & faulty sources 

So what makes the new revelations earth shattering? 
Not much, according to investigative journalist and author 
Seymour Hersh. Writing on his blog for the New Yorker 
magazine, Hersh cites Robert Kelley, a fonner director 
o~ the IAEA and a nuclear engineer who spent 30 years 
with the Department of Energy's nuclear weapons pro
gram, who says he could find "very little new infonnation 
in the report." Kelley also noted that hundreds of pages 
of material appear to come from a single source, a laptop 
computer allegedly supplied to the IAEA by a Western in
telligence agency whose origin could not be established. 
And in his June 6 New Yorker report "Iran and the Bomb: 
How real is the threat?" Hersh wrote that the IAEA has 
"been unable to find any evidence that enriched uranium 
has been diverted to an illicit weapons program." 

The Anns Control Association (ACA), a nonpartisan 
group in Washington, DC, has said about the new report 
that "Iran engaged in various nuclear weapons develop
ment activities until 2003, then stopped many of them 
but continued others." The ACA found that the IAEA 
thinks Iran is working to shorten the time frame to build 
the bomb, but that a nuclear-armed Iran is still not immi
nent nor is it inevitable. The ACA concluded that "there is 
troubling evidence suggesting that studies are still going 
on, but there is nothing that indicates that Iran is really 
buildin~ a bomb. Those who want to drum up support for 
a bombmg attack on Iran sort of aggressively misrepre
sented the report." 

This is not to say that Iran has been above reproach. 
I~ h~ often refused to cooperate with the IAEA, despite 
stgmng the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. In 2003, Iran 
~eatedly failed to meet its uranium safeguard obliga
ttons. It also failed to declare it had a uranium enrichment 
program. This deceptiveness has never really stopped, 
although the fear of further isolation has forced Iran to 
2 - Nukewllll:h Quarterly 

Madness, author Helen Caldicott notes that one pound of 
plutonium-238 if evenly dispersed across the globe could 
hypothetically give lung cancer to every person on earth. 

In "Nukes in Space in the Wake of Columbia Tragedy," 
professor Karl Grossman reports that the late Dr. John 
Gofman, who was a professor of medical physics at the 
University of California Berkeley, made correlations be
tween the satellite which crashed on April24, 1964 and an 
increased incidence of lung cancer around the world. The 
satellite, with onboard electronics powered by a plutonium 
s~s~em, SNAP-9A (Systems Nuclear Auxiliary Power), 
dtsmtegrated as it fell to earth resulting in the world-wide 
dispersion of 1.2 pounds of plutonium-238. Gofman, who 
carried an M.D. and Ph.D., did some of his early work on 
the Manhattan Project and was a eo-discoverer of several 
radio isotopes. 

Now that the supply of plutonium-238 is dwindling, 
NASA wants more. The Obama administration has repeat
edly asked Congress to designate up to $30 million for this 
project and has been denied. The 2012 Energy and Water 
Appropriations Bill included a request for $15 million to 
restart plutonium-238 production but was again denied. In 
spite ofthis, on Feb. 15, 2011 the Department of Energy 
(D<?E) published "Plutonium-238 Production Project," 
whtch states, "The United States is initiating activities to 
reestablish the production of plutonium-238." The "Pro
gram Accomplishments" section of this DOE publication 
includes a point-by-point agenda which will allow the 
DOE to begin production as early as 2012 in one of two 
reactors: the Advanced Test Reactor at the Idaho National 
Laboratory or the High Flux Isotope Reactor at the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee. 

'W!tY do we need P!utonium-238 at all? NASA currently 
uses 1t to power equipment on deep space satellites and 
exploration rovers and complains that if we don't begin 
production soon it will run out by the end of this decade. 

Is this the only option? In 1994, the European Space 

~gency (ESA) announced the construction of high-effi
ctency solar cells capable of providing electricity for deep 
space probes. Today, ESA's Rosetta mission is the first to 
journey beyond the asteroid belt using only solar cells to 
generate the necessary power. This new solar technology 
allows Rosetta to operate up to 497 million miles from the 
sun using sunlight levels that reach only 4 percent of those 
found on earth. 

NASA's socialized plutonium peril 

In contrast, NASA's current Mars Science Laboratory 
Mission named "Curiosity" was launched from Cape Ca
naveral Nov. 26 carrying 10.6 pounds of plutonium-238 
for electric power. It is scheduled to land on Mars next 
August. 

As the limes of India explained Nov. 25, "Curiosity is 
powered by what is known as a multi-mission radioisotope 
thennoelectric generator which is basically a nuclear bat
tery supplied by the U.S. Dept. of Energy." The rover will 
use the plutonium-238 as the source of heat "used to pro
duce the onboard electricity and to warm the rover's systems 
during a cold Martian night." 

As with earlier plutonium shots, NASA puts us at risk. 
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the 
~ission conceded there was a 1-in-220 chance for pluto
mum to be released in an accident during liftoff. Depend
ing on where such an accident occurred, the contamination 
could have covered such a broad area that it would effect 
the Caribbean, North Africa, the Middle East, parts of In
dia, China and a zone from Hawaii to Texas. The FEIS es
timated that cleanup alone would run up to $1.5 billion per 
square mile in what the it designates "Mixed-Use Urban 
Areas." What would be the cost in human lives? 

In the event of a crash-to-earth by the 1997 Cassini mis
sion - which carried 72.3 pounds of plutonium-238 -
NASA said in Cassini's FEIS that about five billion people 
"could receive 99 percent or more of the radiation expo
sure" and that 2,300 would suffer health effects. 

Why spend millions of tax-payer dollars to reestablish 
the production of a lethal and out-dated fuel? With a few 
years and perhaps a European physicist or two we could 
go solar. 0 
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Nuclear Shorts 
Clean-up Workers Doused 
with Plutonium, Burned in 

Separate Accidents 
at Idaho National Lab 

By N ukewatch Staff 

Sixteen or 17 workers at the Idaho National Laboratory 
(INL, formerly the Idaho National Engineering Lab) were 
contaminated with plutonium- six of them internally
in an accident at the Materials and Fuels Complex Nov. 8, 
2011. The lab, 3 8 miles west of Idaho Fails, first said 17 
workers had been contaminated, and U.S. News & World 
Report said that 17 underwent decontamination proce
dures and full body scans to check for radiation poisoning. 

Seven workers were exposed externally while six had 
contaminated nasal swipes. Follow-up scans found am
ericium-241 in two of the workers. Though a scan can't 
reveal the presence of plutonium, finding americium-241 
indicates that plutonium is present. Internal plutonium 
contamination with a particle size of less than 0.01 mil
limeter can cause cancer. 

"The workers were offered treatments designed to speed 
their bodies' elimination of any contaminants ingested or 
inhaled, including intravenous fluids with calcium or zinc 
to bind radioactive particles before expelling them from 
the body," according to U.S. News and the Washington 
Post. 

Several news accounts said "at least" 17 workers were 
exposed when "a container was opened for normal, sched
uled work, resulting in low-level worker exposure to plu
tonium." Though the workers wore lab coats and gloves, 
no respiratory gear was required. "The plutonium at is
sue in the accident was contained in leftover reactor fuel," 
INL spokesman Earl Johnson told U.S. News. Lab officials 
speculate that the stainless steel surrounding the fuel rods 
had been damaged years ago allowing the plutonium to 
oxidize therefore permitting the release of radioactive par
ticles when the fuel's plastic sheath was opened. As the 
plastic was cut the workers actually observed powder es
cape into the air. 

According to the World Nuclear Association the most 
severe threat from plutonium is from inhalation because 
once trapped it can be transferred, first to the blood or 
lymph system and then to organs such as the liver and to 
bones. INL, which has built 52 experimental nuclear reac
tors on the 890-square-mile site, said it had no evidence of 
contamination spreading outside the Materials and Fuels 
Complex. 

Second accident called "sudden pressure increase" 

INL experienced a second accident in the same week 
when a sodium explosion and fire broke out Nov. 11 also 
at the Materials and Fuels Complex. The Sodium Boiler 
Building, where the fire occurred, is owned and operated 
by the Idaho Cleanup Project (ICP). 

According to INL, sodium was used as a coolant for 
the Experimental Breeder Reactor-11 until the early 1990s. 
When the reactor was shut down, the sodium coolant was 
drained. Now CH2M-WG is removing residual sodium 
from the Sodium Boiler Building before it is demolished. 

ICP is a seven-year, $2.9 billion cleanup project man
aged by a corporation called CH2M-WG Idaho and fund
ed by the Department ofEnergy's Office of Environmental 
Management. CH2M-WG Idaho has contracted to: treat 
one million gallons of liquid waste generated during the 
INL's 40-years of reprocessing highly radioactive waste 
uranium fuel; remove plutonium-contaminated wastes 
from underground dumps; and to demotish over 200 struc
tures including reactors, waste uranium fuel storage basins 
and labs used for radiation experiments. 

One worker was sent to the hospital for bum evalua
tions and later released. Ten other workers were checked 
on site and released the same day. Project engineer Karen 
Moore told Reuters that the accident involved a chemi
cal reaction when radioactive sodium being stabilized for 
safer storage was exposed to moisture in the air, releasing 
hydrogen. According to an INL press release, the sodium 
reaction resulted in a "sudden pressure increase which 
compromised system integrity" and set off fire alarms in 
the area. 

INL said Nov. 11 that the accident was ''not a radio
logical event" and that its investigation of the cause of the 
explosion was continuing. 

In a sign of further difficulties ahead, the Department 
of Energy's Inspector General, Gregory Friedman, warned 
in a report published Nov. 15 that the $6 billion spent an
nually on cleaning up pollution at nuclear weapons sites 
would likely be reduced. The cleanup program involves 
two million acres in 35 states. What funds may remain, the 
report suggested, should be spent on the worst contamina
tion- exactly what the program has targeted- in Idaho, 
New Mexico, South Carolina, Tennessee and Washington. 

-1NL press releases, Nov. 9 & 11; Reuters, BBC & Salt 
Lake City Deseret News, Nov. 8; U.S. News and World Report, 
& Washington Post, Nov. 9; & AP, Boise, Idaho, Nov. 10 & 11, 
&New York1imes,Nov.l6,2011. 0 
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Fire at Shut-Down Reactor 

PORT CLINTON, Ohio- A small fire in an auxiliary 
building at the Davis-Besse nuclear reactor knocked out 
an emergency ventilation system in the reactor's control 
room. Reactor operators declared an emergency alert, no
tifying both local and federal authorities. Davis-Besse has 
been shut down for repairs since October 1st. FirstEnergy, 
which owns the reactor, had planned to restart the reac
tor at the end of the month but during inspections numer
ous cracks were found in the reinforced concrete shield 
building which houses the reactor containment vessel. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspectors were on the 
scene overnight, said Viktoria Mitlyng, spokeswoman for 
the agency's Midwest region. "We have been keeping an 
eye on FirstEnergy's response to the fire," she said. "They 
will have to determine the cause .... "including the leaky 
valve and its location. "We will review their analysis and 
determine whether there are any issues that have to be 
addressed," she added. The list of issues for the troubled 
Davis-Besse reactor appears to be growing like wild fire. 

- Cleveland Plain Dealer. Nov. 16, 2011 & Toledo Blade, 
Nov. 27,2011 

Radiation Worries? There's an App for That 

TOKYO, Japan-The Japanese-based computer firm San
wa has announced the release of the Geiger-Fukushima, 
an iPhone application that measures beta and gamma rays 
in the environment. All you need to do is connect a 14cm 
long probe to your iPhone, fire up the app and view the 
handset's display to track radiation readings. The device 
was developed on the initiative of a young researcher who 
wanted to make a cheap and easy-to-use Geiger counter 
following the world's worst nuclear disaster. Immediate
ly after the disaster was triggered by the earthquake and 
tsunami of March 11, the cheapest available Geiger coun
ters cost $200 and were hard to find. The first models for 
iPhones will be priced at just $127. -AFP, Nov. 15,2011 & 
Asia Tech News, Nov. 16,2011 

Scottish Seabed "Will Never be Cleaned Up" 

HIGHLAND,Scotland - The Scottish Environmental 
Protection Agency (Sepa) has given up its goal to return 
the seabed near the Dounreay reactor site on the north 
coast of Scotland to a ''pristine condition." Sepa has de
cided that decades of pollution involving radioactive fuel 
fragments cannot be fully reversed without causing "more 
harm than good" to the ecosystem. An expert committee 
created by Sepa, warned in 2006 that disturbing the seabed 
could cause radioactivity to be washed onto public beach
es, which would create an even greater threat to the public. 

The radioactive shards, comparable to a grain of sand, 
were created during reprocessing of uranium and pluto
nium fuel and were likely released into the sea with dis
charges from the cooling ponds. The shards contain highly 
radioactive cesium-137 and plutonium. Rob Edwards 
reported in The Guardian, "The most radioactive of the 
particles are regarded by experts as potentially lethal if 
ingested." Of the tens of thousands of the uranium fuel 
shards dumped into the sea over the years, a mere 2,300 
have been recovered, some of these from local beaches. 

According to the Guardian, Dounreay site operators in 
2007 pleaded guilty in civil court to "failure to prevent 
fragments of irradiated nuclear fuel being discharged into 
the environment." They were fined roughly $216,000. 

Stan Blackley of Friends of the Earth in Scotland told 
the Guardian, "Once again, we see the nuclear industry 
causing a problem it can't solve ... nuclear power is neither 
safe, clean, cheap nor low-carbon and it continues to cause 
problems and cost the taxpayer a hidden and open-ended 
fortune." 

Dounreay, with its five reactors, is currently being de
commissioned but was the site of another leak in Octo
ber. The BBC reported that a leak of "radioactive liquid 
affluent" occurred inside a waste treatment facility. Sepa 
was quick to assert that the leak was ''minor" and did not 
escape the building although it did launch an investigation. 
-BBC, Oct. 8, Sept. 21; Scotland Sunday Herald, Sept. 22; & 
London Guardian Sept. 21,2011 

Germans Again Confront Rad Waste Shipments 

DANNENBERG, Germany - It took more than 20,000 
police officers and two days to secure the shipment of 11 
heavy containers carr)'ing 150 tons of highly radioactive 
waste from reprocessing in France to a dodgy dump site 
in Gorleben, in north central Germany. As with 10 previ
ous shipments,. a coalition of up to 5,000 activists, farm
ers, nurses, students and others turned out to protest and 
interrupt the controversial shipment headed for the scan
dal-ridden and as yet unopened Gorleben dump site. The 
transport was impeded by some protesters who damaged 
train tracks and hundreds more who put their bodies in 
the way. Near the city of Dannenberg, the train was held 
up by four activists who attached themselves to the tracks 
in a cement pyramid-like lock down. Meanwhile, the city 
streets were filled with activists using radiation signs and 
public forums to alert others to the risks of exposure and 
transport accidents. As the shipment neared Gorleben, sev
eral citizens reportedly came out of the woods to throw 
Molotov cocktails and smoke bombs at the police. Officers 

cleared various blockades using water cannons, tear gas 
and batons. More 1 ,300 activists were arrested. 

Police estimated that 3,500 protesters participated, 
while organizers put the number at 5,000. Germans are 
largely fed up with nuclear power. Responding·to broad 
anti-nuclear opinion resulting from the contamination of 
Germany by the Chemobyl disaster in 1986, as well as 
the more recent Fukushima disaster in Japan, Chancellor 
Angela Merkel agreed to shutdown all 17 of Germany's 
nuclear power reactors by 2022. The organized protests 
against Castor shipments are saying, "That's not enough" 
as many want the reactors closed immediately. Large ma
jorities in the North maintain that the waste containers 
known as Castors and the temporary storage facility near 
Gorleben are unsafe and that radiation in the zone exceeds 
even authorized levels. - Seattle Post Intelligencer!seattlepi. 
corn, Nov. 27; AP, Nov. 25; Enfonnable.com, Nov. 26, 2011 

Life Imitates Art With Catch of 3-Eyed Fish 

CORDOBA, Argentina - The Simpsons loves to point 
out the absurdity of nuclear power, but when fiction be
comes fact the humor loses its poignancy. Case in point 
is the experience of fishermen in Cordoba, Argentina who 
caught a three-eyed wolf fish in a reservoir near the Em
balse nuclear reactor. The reservoir is a dump for reac
tor waste water. The unsettling link to the Simpsons is the 
1990 episode in which a three-eyed fish named Blinky is 
caught near the reactor where Homer Simpson works. In 
the episode, titled "Two Cars in Every Garage and Three 
Eyes on Every Fish," the alarming mutation keeps Mr. 
Bums, the reactor's owner, from being elected governor 
but.doesn't stop the mutations from spreading. The ap
pearance of a real three-eyed fish worries a lot of people 
living near the reactor who believe the third eye is caused 
by exposure to radiation in the waste water. The fishermen 
plan to have the fish tested rather than eat it, then have it 
preserved. - Huffington Post & Discovery News, Oct. 31, 2011 

This three-eyed wolf fish was caught in an Argentinian 
reservoir contaminated by a reactor's waste water. 

"Biinky" was made famous by the TV cartoon The 
Simpsons which regularly lampoons nuclear power. 
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Time to Close All 23 Fukushima-like General Electric 
Mark-I Reactors in the United States 

Editors note: On Oct. 7, Michael Mariotte, the execu
tive director of Nuclear Information and Resource Service 
in Takoma Park, Maryland, testified to the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission regarding the continued operation in 
the United States of 23 General Electric Mark-! reactors, 
the sort that have failed so catastrophically at Fukushima, 
Japan. A formal petition by the group Beyond Nuclear 
moved the agency to conduct the hearing. The NRC has 
yet to decide on the groups recommendations for urgent 
improvements to the 40-year-old reactors. 

By Michael Mariotte 

... We are the information and networking center for 
people concerned about nuclear power. We work with 
hundreds of organizations and tens of thousands of peo
ple across the United States, and tens of thousands more 
across the world .... 

You have heard from the petition's sponsors, and we 
support them. You have heard from the engineers, and 
we support them. You have heard from citizens who have 
been working on reactors that impact their communities, 
and we support them. 

I guess it's my job to try to bring to you the perspective 
of the public on this issue- a perspective that has broad
ened and deepened since March 11. 

Quite frankly, the public doesn't understand you. They 
don't really understand why a petition like this is even an 
issue of discussion. 

I saw a poll recently that indicated 95 percent of the 
people in the world know about Fukushima. 95 percent! It 
takes an extraordinary event for 95 percent of the people in 
the world to know about it- yet they know about Fuku
shima. They saw General Electric Mark-I reactors explode 
there and release toxic radiation across the world - and 
they know that is not a good thing and that something has 
to be done to make sure that never happens again. 

What most of those 95 percent don't know, yet, is that 
you, this agency, knew 40 years ago that this is exactly 
what would happen if a Mark-I reactor were challenged. 
Your predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy Commis
sion (AEC), was told by your own safety officials that the 
Mark-I reactors were deficient, and shouldn't be allowed 
to operate. That plea was denied by the top official at the 
AEC, not because the Mark-I's were safe, but because 
banning them "could well be the end of nuclear power." 

And so the AEC, and then NRC, began its policy of re
lying on luck as the fundamental protection for the public 
from the Mark-I's- a hope that nothing would happen 
that would challenge them. 

This agency was reminded in 1986 by your own top 
safety official about what would happen if a Mark-I were 
challenged - it would explode, with a 90 percent prob
ability of containment failure. 

Rather than close these reactors to protect the public 
from their deficient design, this agency chose the Band
Aid approach. And so we saw the installation of contain
ment venting systems, with the theory being, well, since 
these reactors will explode and cause a catastrophe if 
they're challenged, if we vent them first and release some 
of the hydrogen gas - and some of the radiation- may
be they won't explode and release all of their radiation. 
Rather than address the fundamental design deficiencies, 
the NRC decided to try to compensate for them. It was like 
putting a Band-Aid on a broken leg. It didn't help much, 
but at least it was doing something, but the primary de
fense was still dumb luck. 

Of course, as we saw at Fukushima, the luck ran out. 
The containment venting system didn't work. It needed 
[electric] power, and there wasn't any. 

And so these GE Mark-I reactors did exactly what was 
predicted 40 years earlier. They exploded, their contain
ments failed, and enormous amounts of radiation were re
leased. 

But instead oflearning the lesson and closing these de
ficient reactors, the NRC staff is now proposing to make 
the venting systems a little better. You're compensating for 
the failure of the compensation you've already made for 
the design deficiencies. The Band-Aid you put on 25 years 
ago is fraying, so you're proposing to put another Band
Aid on over it and crossing your fingers for continued luck 
in the U.S. -luck that already ran out in Japan. 

What we don't understand, what the public doesn't un
derstand, is why you don't just close them. Mark-I reac
tors account for less than 4 percent of the U.S. electricity 
supply. There is plenty of reserve power on hand to cover 
that. If they all closed tomorrow, in terms of electricity 
availability, no one would ever notice. 

That would seem to be the prudent thing to do if the 
goal is to protect the public health and safety. Relying on 
Band-Aids and luck has proven insufficient. 

But the Mark-I's are mostly older, and paid for. And 
for the utilities that own them they surely generate a lot 
more than four percent of their profits. That's a powerful 
incentive to keep them running regardless of the risk to the 
public. After all, in the U.S. our luck has held out for 40 years. 

We're tired of that kind of thinking. No, we're fed up 
with that kind of thinking. It's too familiar: large corpora-

tions, with facilitation from government agencies, putting 
profits above our economic interests, above our environ
mental interests, above our health and safety. 

These are the same reasons why ever-growing numbers 
of people are occupying Wall Street, and why that move
ment is spreading to city after city. We're fed up with the 
fact that the interests of large corporations constantly are 
placed above those of the American people. 

This isn't a normal matter of a regulatory dispute be
tween the NRC and some public interest groups -we all 
know that happens frequently, and we all know our roles 
in trying to resolve such disputes. 

No, this issue goes far beyond that. This is a matter of 
life and death. This is about our very lives and those of our 
children and grandchildren. This is about the very exis
tence of our homes and communities. 

There are at least 80,000 people in Japan who have al
ready lost their homes, their communities and their liveli
hoods. We are already seeing health effects, and we will 
be seeing more in the years to come, especially among the 

children. And we don't want to see that happen here. 
No one knows what the next challenge to one of these 

reactors will be. It probably won't be an earthquake/tsu
nami combination. Maybe it will be a hurricane, or a large 
solar flare, or operator error, or a broken pipe, or some
thing we don't foresee at all. 

But we do know, as you have known for 40 years, what 
will happen when that challenge comes: the reactor will 
fail, and more communities will be lost and more lives de
stroyed. 

And that will be on your hands, because you have the 
power to change that. You have the power to close down 
these reactors and stop with the Band-Aids and stop rely
ing on pure dumb luck as a protective measure. 

Or would you prefer that we expand the Occupy move
ment from Wall Street and Washington to Oyster Creek 
and Vermont Yankee and Dresden and the rest, and just go 
in there and turn these reactors off ourselves? 

We would rather that our government do the right thing 
and act on behalf of the public for a change. o 

Lobbying for Increased Radiation Dose Limits 
By Nukewatch Staff 

Since the Fukushima disaster began in March, there 
has been a backlash against nuclear power critics. Several 
scientists are lobbying to increase allowable radiation ex
posures for workers and the public. Increasing dose limits 
would save the owners of nuclear operations enormous 
costs associated with disaster compensation, liability and 
cleanup. In Japan these expenses will run over $35<t billion. 

Dose standards already in place are being attacked by 
pro-nuclear agencies like the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), and the UN Scientific Committee on the 
Effects of Atomic Radiation. Participants interviewed in 
October by Nucleonics Week argued that current dose lim
its set by the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP) might be too conservative. 

The ICRP most recently revised its recommendations 
in 2007. It did not change the basic dose limits for normal 
situations of 1 milliSievert (mSv) per year to members of 
the public and 100 mSv over five years for radiation workers. 

At the IAEA's General Conference in Vienna in Sep
tember, Srikumar Banerjee, chairman of India's Atomic 
Energy Commission and head of the government Depart
ment of Atomic Energy, asserted that it's time to increase 
allowable dose limits following radiation disasters. Un-

fortunately, proposals to weaken radiation protections are 
based on fuzzy math and industry concerns rather than 
environmental evidence and public health. The ICRP says 
evacuation is indicated at doses above 100 milliSievert a 
year, which Banerjee believes is too strict. 

Japan is limiting its evacuation around Fukushima's 
smashed reactor complex to a 12-mile radius, even though 
cesium-137 was found 25 miles away in amounts over 
twice the evacuation standard used at Chernobyl. Japa
nese surveyors found up to 3.7 million becquerels of ce
sium per square meter. The abandonment standard used at 
Chernobyl was 1.48 million, but Banerjee sees no problem 
because, " ... health impacts of the world's worst nuclear 
accidents suggest that much larger doses can be tolerated." 

Banerjee did not suggest a number but cited work by 
Wade Allison, an Emeritus Professor of Physics at Oxford 
University. Allison wrote recently in Oxford Today that 
radiation standards are "anachronistic" and that limits on 
dose "levels should be relaxed as a priority." 

Allison and Banerjee dismiss high estimates of fatali
ties caused by the Chernobyl catastrophe. Numbers range 
from the UNIIAEA's 2006 figure of9,000 eventual deaths, 
to the more comprehensive estimate of 985,000 fatalities 
published in 2009 by the New York Academy of Sciences. o 

Cell Phones and Cancer? Poor Studies & Few 
By Troy Jones 

Cell phones do not increase the risk of cancer. At least 
that's what recent headlines would have us believe. The 
report on which these headlines were based is a recent
ly published update of the original 2006 Cohort study. 
However, this study, according to Devra Davis in The Se
cret History of the War on Cancer, 2007, was inherentiy 
flawed. Davis points out that the Cohort study merged" ... 
a large number of people with very limited exposure to
gether with a small number of people with very high ex
posure ... " omitting entirely the business population who 
rely on cell phones more often than private use customers, 
thus diluting the results. 

Earlier this year the much-debated Interphone study 
which was conducted by the International Agency for Re
search in Cancer (IARC) on behalf of the World Health 
Organization (WHO) suggested that heavy cell phone 
users have twice the risk of developing brain cancer es
pecially glioma, yet the WHO announced last May that 
cellphones are ''possibly carcinogenic." In an open letter 
to Dr. Christopher Wild, the director of !ARC, the Inter
national EMF Alliance' (IEMFA) points out that while the 
full set of data has been available since 2004 only half of 
that data has actually been published. The IEMFA calls for 
transparency which would show that industry observers 
have been allowed to participate in discussions concern
ing !ARC's findings. The letter states "These organiza
tions [of the cellphone industry] have been major funders 
of cellphone studies and to pretend this will not have undo 
influence on scientists who are dependent on grants is an 
exercise in denial." 

While the debate continues some are taking more pru
dent action. In February of this year the Health and the En
vironmental Protection ministries of Israel said that they 
will oppose the upgrading of the cell phone infrastructure 
to 40. They are asking the Communications Ministry to 
postpone that upgrade since the effects on health (of elec
tromagnetic radiation) ''have not yet been adequately prov
en ... thus the cautionary principal must be observed." The 
Mayo clinic counts the "heavy use of cellular telephones" 
as one of four "possible" risk factors for acoustic neuroma, 
a tumor growing on the nerve which connects the ear to the 
brain. 

Though the Interphone study will not admit to a direct 
connection between heavy cellphone use and brain cancer, 
many of the scientists involved point to a "higher risk" 
factor. An information page on the Department of Health 
and Human Services Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention website quotes Dr. Siegal Sadetzki from the In
terphone study as saying: "What worried me was that, in 
my study, I saw consistent positive results and they always 
appeared where there is biological plausibility... [The tu
mors] appeared in the more than ten years [group], they 
appeared on the same side where the phone was held, they 
appeared for the heavy users ... So the fact that all of these 
.indications appeared where they should have appeared 
told me that it was really a red light."2 

In her 2010 book Disconect Davis notes that safety 
standards for cellphones were created in 19963 and based 
on a composite human referred to as Standard Anthropo
morphic Man (SAM). This imagined man was over six 
feet tall, weighed more than two hundred pounds and 
spent about six minutes a day on his cell phone. It is not 
difficult to see that most of the population will fall out
side of these assumed norms. The fact that most people do 
not have SAM's 11-pound head and probably spend more 
time on their cell phones puts them in a higher risk group. 
Children are especially at risk since not only does the ra
diation penetrate further into their brains but the cells of a 
child's body are constantly changing thus making children 
the highest at risk group of all. 

While the industry and science continues to debate, here 
are some tips on how to reduce radiation exposure from 
cellphones. Don't hold the cellphone directly to your head. 
Any amount of distance reduces the penetrating capacity 
of the radiation. Better yet use an air tube headset or the 
speaker feature on the phone. Do not carry the cellphone 
on your body or if you must make sure that the keypad is 
facing you, since there is more shielding on that side of the 
phone. Texting is even safer than talking because it keeps 
the phone away from the body. Wait for a good signal and 
avoid using a cell phone while moving or roaming. The 
phone must work harder to find a signal in these situations 
so it produces more radiation. Finally, cell phones give off 
more radiation while transmitting than receiving, so tilt the 
phone away from your head while speaking. 

1 The worldwide organization IEMFA is supported by 
an independent and international body of scientific experts 
on living processes, with a multi-level and multi-disciplin
ary health focus. 

2 Interphone Study, National Institute for Occupa
tional Safety and Health, http://www.cdc.gov/nioshlblogl 
nsb07261 0 _interphone.html 

3 Washington Post, Dec. 3, 2010, http://www.wash
ingtonpost.com/wp-dynlcontent/article/20 10/12/03/ 
AR2010120303266.html?wprss=rss_technology 0 
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Autoradiographs- car air filters 
April 2011, X-ray film image and uR/hr. 

Seattle m=11.7 Tokyo m=18.9 Fukushima City m=199 
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Radiation Exposure to the Population in Japan After the Earthquake 

. The Fukushima !'lldiation disaster ~persed airborne dusts contaminated with radioactive particles. When inhaled or 
mges~ed., these .P~cles can have negative effects on human health different from those caused by exposure to external 
or uruform radiation fields. A field sampling effort in April 2011 was undertaken to characterize the concentration of 
radioactive particles in the air and in devices that can accwnuJate fallout. Particles depicted in the photo were collected 
from used motor vehicle air filters. The Japanese air filters contained cesiwn-1 34 and -137, as well as cobalt-60 at lev
el~ as high as 3 ~?Curi~s .< 1 bi!Ji.onth of. a curie) ~r ~ple. A. nanocurie produces 2,000 atomic disintegrations per 
mmute, and.a cune 1s 2 tnlbon ~smtegrattons per mmute. U.S. arr filter and dust samples did not contain hot particles, 
except for atr samples collected m Seattle, Washington during the month of April 20 11. 

In the graphic above, "uR/hr" stands for microroentgens per hour. So in Seattle average cesium contamination was 
11.7 microroentgens/hr; in Tokyo, it was 18.9 microroentgens/hr; and in Fukushima City it was 199 microroentgenslhr. 

Source: "RtUiilldon Exposure to the PopulatWn in Japan after the Earthqualu," Marco Kdltofen, MS, PE, De
partment of Civil & Environmentlll Engineering, Worcesur Polytechnic Institute, October 31, 2011 

Fukushima Coverage: Blind, Idiotic, Corrupt 
By John LaForge 

The radiation catastrophe stemming from three out-of
control nuclear reactors in Fukushima, Japan has fallen 
from the front pages. What reporting there is about the on
going disaster almost always ignores or negates the risks 
posed by the radiation that began being spewed into the air 
and the sea March 11 , 20 l 1, a day that should truJy Jive in 
infamy. That Friday afternoon, the largest earthquake in 
Japanese history and the unprecedented 50-foot tsunami 
that followed left over 21 ,000 people dead or missing and 
600,000 displaced. 

Even now 80,000 are still living in shelters, and radio
active hot spots are being discovered nearly every day, but 
that hasn't kept commercial media from writing aboutFu
kushima in the past tense. "The nuclear crisis caused the 
worst radiation leak since Chernobyl," the Associate Press 
said Oct. 7. This account wouJd have us believe that there 
was a single leak and that it has stopped. 1 If ther corre
spondent had only looked, the AP reported only two weeks 
earlier that "radiation leaks continue. •'2 

Radioactive contamination of soil, tap water, rain wa
ter, groundwater, beef, fish, vegetables, animal feed and 
incinerator ash3 -all of which are widespread in Japan 
are almost always reported to be of little or no "immedi
ate" danger. This helps explain why the disaster has faded 
from public consciousness in the United States. 

How soon we forget that Forbes reported April 11 that 
cesium-137 from Fukushima was found by the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) in milk in Vermont. The 
EPA also found iodine-13 l in drinking water in Washing
ton, California, Arizona, Idaho, Minnesota, Massachu
setts, Tennessee, Montana, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Colorado, 
Michigan, New Jersey and Alabama. 

The disaster caused the greatest single radioactive con
tamination of the sea in human history, according France's 
Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety 
(IRSN). • In April, Tokyo Electric Power dumped 1 l .5 tons 
of highly contaminated water into the sea, and thousands 
of tons, now partially filtered, are still disposed of this way. 

"An exposure of 100 millisieverts per year is consid
ered the lowest level at which any increase in cancer risk 
is evident," the Agence French Presse (AFP) reported Oct. 
6.5 However, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's offi
cial published position on risks from exposure to radiation 
is that "any amount of radiation may pose some risk for 
causing cancer and hereditary effect," and "any increase 
in dose, no matter how small, results in an incremental 
increase in risk. "6 

Contaminated spinach and milk "do not pose an imme
diate health threat," reporter Giles Snyder said on NPR's 
Weekend Edition. The National Council on Radiation Pro
tection declares that "every increment of radiation expo
sure produces an incremental increase in the risk of can
cer."' Since radiation-induced debilitation or disease may 
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not appear for months or years, Mr. Snyder did not tell a 
lie. He was just miserly with the truth. 

A Forbes magazine report likewise misstated the EPA's 
official public warning about radiation. Reporting on a 
Phoenix. Arizona drinking water sample that in April con
tained 3.2 pico-curies-per-liter ofFukushima's radioactive 
iodine-131 (a picocurie is one trillionth of a curie), F orbes 
noted that the EPA's maximum allowable contaminant 
level is 3.0 pCi/L. The writer then concluded, "EPA does 
not consider these levels to pose a health threat" On the 
contrary, the EPA officially warns that "there is no level 
below which we can say an exposure poses no risk."8 

In spite of evidence of far flung and high levels of 
contamination, the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
!AEA, had the nerve to advise Japan to be less serious in its 
program for decontamination. The removal of topsoil from 
thousands of acres is being considered by the government, 
but in August a visiting IAEA team said that wouJd be 
"impracticaJ.•t9 The government recently approved "tem
porary" storage of millions of tons of contaminated soil and 
rice straw in state-owned forests.'0 About 29 million cubic 
meters of surface soil, an area the size of Luxemburg, may 
need to be removed but the IAEA's inspectors said, ''We 
want the Japanese government to avoid becoming too con
servative" in its cleanup plans. The IAEA's 1957 charter 
directs the agency to work worldwide ''to promote nuclear 
technologies," a conflict of interest for an agency that main
tains the public image of an unbiased watchdog. 

Japan's health minister declared Sept. 20 that the beef 
supply was safe and claimed that the government had im
proved its testing of radioactive contamination in food. In 
August the minister, Yoko Komiyama, lifted a JuJy ban on 
shipments of some beef that was found contaminated with 
radioactive cesium in amounts over six times the govern
ment's allowable limit of 500 becquerels per kilo. The per
missible contamination limit appears capricious since any 
internal radioactive contamination, no matter how little, 
can cause cancer and other health problems. 

Then in November officials in Tokyo ordered the gov
ernor of Fukushima prefecture, Yuhei Sa to, to ban all rice 
shipments from state's l 54 farms. 11 Tests conducted dur
ing 35 miles northwest of the wrecked reactor complex 
the previous week showed that recently harvested rice was 
contaminated with cesium far above the federal govern
ment's allowable limit. Only a month earlier, Fukushima 
prefecture had declared that its rice was safe. 12 

"The government was saying everything sold in the 
market was safe before the beef incident, then it turned 
out to be untrue," Mariko Sano, secretary of the Tokyo
based consumer group Shufuren told the Wall St. Journal. 
"It's hard to believe that now.'m Mr. Sano is not alone. In 
late May a poll reported that over 80 percent of Japan's 
population refused to believe the government's informa
tion about the radiation crisis.14 0 Notes on p~~ge 7 

Nuclear Liability: 
For a Repeal of the 
Price-Anderson Act 
Editors note: Writing in the Bulletin of the Atomic Sci

entists Oct. 5, 2011, Mark Cooper calls for a halt to the 
government-funded accident insurance for nuclear reac
tors known as the Price-Anderson Act. Below are excerpts. 

By Mark Cooper 

The cost of nuclear accidents 

[Nearly 60] years ago, as the commercial nuclear indus
try was starting up in the United States, two of the largest 
vendors of nuclear reactors made it clear that they would 
not build any reactors if they were not shielded from the 
liability of a nuclear accident. As energy-law scholar Jo
seph Tomain noted in his 1987 book. Nuclear Power 
Transformation, General Electric said it would not pro
ceed "with a cloud of bankruptcy hanging over its head," 
and a Westingbouse executive said, "'We knew at the time 
that all questions (about safety risks) weren't answered . 
That's why we fully supported the Price-Anderson liabil
ity legislation. When I testified before Congress, I made 
it perfectly clear that we couJd not proceed as a private 
company without that kind of government backing." ... 

Congress socialized the cost of nuclear accidents with 
the Price-Anderson Act. Today utilities are required to 
carry a small amount of private insurance and create an 
industry-wide pool of about $12 billion for accident relief. 

Although $12 billion may sotmd like a lot of money, 
it comes nowhere near covering the cost of a severe acci
dent. The cost of the Fukushima accident has been estimat
ed as high as $250 billion and will likely continue to in
crease. Tokyo Electric Power Co., the fourth largest utility 
in the world, was essentially bankrupted instantaneously 
by the accident. The cost of Chemobyl thus far is well over 
$600 billion with inflation taken into account, according 
to estimates by the Chemobyl Forum and Friends of the 
Earth Europe. The last significant assessment of the poten
tial cost of major accidents in the United States was made 
soon after Three Mile Island. 

Adjusting the estimate from that study for inflation, 
population growth and increase in property value would 
put the average cost of a severe accident above $400 bil
lion, more than 30 times the limit on private liability, with 
an accident at the reactors closest to the largest population 
centers running as high as $1.5 trillion. Indian Point 3, lo
cated just north of New York City, wouJd be the site of the 
most costly accident. 

Moral hazards and unfunded mandates 

When governments socialize risk - shift it from the 
private sector to the public - they create what economists 
call moral hazard. This is the hazard that the private actor, 
who no longer bears the risk. will do more risky things 
than he would have done, if he had borne the full Liability 
of his actions. It is a moral problem; the irresponsible ac
tions of one person or entity harm an innocent bystander. 
It is also an economic problem because it induces firms to 
engage in uneconomic activities. 

PoUtical response to poUtical action 

Liability caps are political decisions. No one shouJd be 
surprised to find that the reaction to Fukushima is political. 

... Repealing the Price-Anderson Act for new reactors 
wouJd be consistent with the original intent of the law, 
which was limited to 10 years' duration. It was believed 
that, as a 1957 Senate report notes, ''the problem of reactor 
safety will be to a greater extent solved, and the insurance 
people will have had an experience on which to base a 
sound program of their own." 

... The international conventions place a limit on liabil
ity of about $500 million. The average liability limit out
side of the United States is less than $1 billion, with some 
nuclear nations as low as S 1 00 million .... 

Fukushima occurred 59 years after the first commercial 
nuclear accident (as defined by the International Nuclear 
Event Scale), and it is the 12th such event. Even if one be
lieves that only the most severe accidents (Chernobyl and 
Fukushima) matter, two in 60 years is a lot, given the cata
strophic impact. While it is folly to think that any liability 
regime will elim.inate accidents, it is time - in terms of 
policy and politics - to give the market a chance to do 
what regulation has failed to accomplish. 0 

Republican slams taxpayer giveaways for big business 

On Nov. 7, U.S. Rep. Sean Duffy (R-W'ISconsin) told 
a group of mostly veterans at a town hall meeting in Ash
land, WISconsin that he opposes hand-outs for major in
dustries that make bad investments. 

Rep. Duffy said, "You can't have capitalism on the way 
up and socialism on the way down. If you're going to reap 
the rewards of this system, you've got to be able to feel 
the pain. And if you make bad invesbnents, I'm sorry; we 
taxpayers shouldn't bail them out.'' 0 



A Journal of Prison Camp & Transport 
Editor :r note: Nukewatch eo-director Bonnie Urfer has 

been incarcerated since May I 1 when she and 11 other nu
clear resisters were convicted of federal trespass for a July 
5, 2010 sit-in action at the YJ 2 nuclear weapons complex 
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In October she was transferred 
to the Federal Medical Center prison camp in Lexington, 
Kentucky. Bvnnie is scheduled for release January 6. 

Friday, Oct. 28 
It 's a prison Friday night. I just moved to a new room 

for the third time since getting here on Oct. 25.1 went from 
an initial hallway upper bunk to a 6-bed room on the medi
cal "alley" to, now, a I 0-bed cell on the second of three 
floors. This is probably my last stop before home. 

Where do I begin? The Satellite Camp was built to hold 
nearly 160 people but now holds around 320. Another TV 
room may be converted to a "bus stop" - a space where 
as many beds as possible are crammed together. The insti
tution's goal is to increase capacity 
to 360 ... of course the infrastructure 
has not kept pace with the numbers, 
so standing in lines is the norm. To
day that 's most of what J did. Stand 
in line for my prison clothes for 2 
hours, only to be told that it would 
happen at 1:00 instead of 5:30a.m., 
stand in line for breakfast, lunch and 
dinner, stand in line for toilet paper, 
stand in line for DNA and finger 
print collection, stand in line for 
clothes again .... 

Since I have no money on my 
account, I can take my time writ
ing this letter. The earliest J can 
get postage is next Tues., Nov. I, if 
funds arrive .. .. 

I'm fine - just crestfallen at the 
lack of space. No place to sit and 
write. I' m sitting on my bed (with 
another 2 feet to the left and another 
5 feet to the right) using someone 
else's clipboard. There's a sign in 
the TV room that says the very few 
tables are only for letter writing, but 
there's no space for writing amidst the 
balJs of yam and craft projects. 

Of course there's noise, incessant 
noise. Although I have to say that 
this new room - in spite of holding 
10 people - isn't bad. The worst is 
the singing while listening to head
phones. Ahhh, you know what that 
sounds like. Every inch of space is 
crowded. It's kind of like living at a 
mall. 

The room on the medical alley 

There is no toilet for the women to use, so we had to 
wait 3 Y2 hours till Knoxville. Then no break until we ar
rived here in Lexington - 3 Y2 hours later. 

The seats are plastic and slippery so any time the driver 
made an abrupt turn or lane change we were shifted in our 
handcuffs and leg chains - only once against the fence in 
front of me. 

My bed assignment was in the hallway on a tipsy upper 
bunk which caused such uproar that a gang of women de
manded I get a lower bunk. That happened and even with 
yesterday's move l still have a lower bunk. 

By Tuesday night. with only few hours sleep since 
Monday a . m., I couldn't even think straight. By the time 
I laid down nothing was going to stop me from getting a 
good night 's sleep. Plus, for the first time in six months, 1 
had a pillow. I fell in love with my pillow. 

Tbjs morning's task is to make a calendar. Calendar is 
done - tomorrow -
I 0 weeks to go. OMG. 
It should be less than 
that by this time. l can't 
complain. I can't com
plain. Lots of women 
are doing decades for 
their nonviolent crimes. 
There are quite a few 
white collar prisoners 
here - even a banker 
- but I'm too new to 
have a handle on per
centages - more on 
that later. 

No sugar is available 
anywhere here, but I 
can buy honey on com
missary. Please send a 
recipe for mead. The 
only reason they don't 
sell or serve sugar is so 
that no one can manu
facture booze. The Bu
reau ofPrisons,just like 
all of government, is so 
narrow in its thinking: a 
recipe for mead would 
probably sell for a lot 
-as long as it doesn't 
take sugar. 

I have to get a watch 
or a clock. NormaiJy 
I'd be able to get by 
without one but I sim
ply never know what 
time it is and there are 
"counts'' around the 
clock for which I have 

was quiet and I met Gail (not her 
real name), a wise and lively wom
an who's pissed at everything she's 
seeing and experiencing. We've had 
lots of good chats and she's already 
starting her book . . . a very good 

Bonnie Urfer, second from right, was one of 10 
people arrested at this 2009 protest against being 
kept from a meeting with a Congressional aide. 

to be on my bed: mid
night, 3 a.m., 5 a.m., 10 
a.m. Stand-up counts 
are I 0 a. m. on week-

connection. There are a few women I've already met that 
are very politically astute. I' m not sure two months will 
be enough to meet everyone properly, but at least there are 
people to talk with. 

The food is fine but the selection is way reduced from 
past experiences. There's no variety in main courses, just 
take it or leave it. But it's tasty enough and no industrial 
waste like at the corporate-owned Ocilla, Georgia jail. ... 

Saturday 
Today is the big run/walk for breast cancer here. The 

officials have extended our walking boundary so the run
ners don't get dizzy doing the 5K. 

Compared to other camps, this is like being sardines in 
a can- with no outside to the can. The walking space is a 
road - back and forth, back and forth - three times and 
it's a mile. The poor prisoners are doing their best to get 
sponsorships for the big institution donation - damn. 

Four days here and I have athlete's foot. No shower 
shoes issued. I risked taking one without any and see what 
happens? Luckily someone gave me some powder so 
hopefully it will go away in a short time. I wore the little 
blue canvas shoes - that I illegally kept -into the shower 
yesterday. Too late. 

It's obvious I could make trades for artwork- which I 
may do to at least to get some stamps. In a very short time 
I'm being accosted in the hallways with requests. In business. 

The trip here was grueling. A few other women, a bunch 
of men and I left Ocilla, Georgia at 4:00a.m. after sitting in 
processing for three hours. The van ride to Lovejoy, Geor
gia took maybe three hours and process ing into Lovejoy, a 
private GEO/Wackenhut• prison took til about 7:00 p.m. 
We were all very tired. I stayed up until l l :00 p.m.- get
ting adjusted, meeting friends from Ocilla, chatting - feU 
asleep for an hour to be awakened at midnight to pack up. 
Again a three-hour process. At 4:00 a.m. we were loaded 
onto a GEO bus that looked Greyhound-like - big GEO 
transport decals on the side - but the inside was broken 
up into multiple cages. 
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ends, 4 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Sign up to use the washer and dryer is between 6 and 

6:30a.m. No sign up, no laundry. Plus, by 6:15 all the 
slots are taken. I need a clock. 

This place is unbelievably ugly. It must be about 80 
years old and literally has broken windows, patches on 
patches, missing, chipped and broken tiles, old water ra
diators, cracks everywhere, rust everywhere, mold and ... 
yes ... cockroaches. On my first morning trip into the bath
room I saw a huge one dying. How attractive and inviting. 
I hate to think of how serious the kitchen is. 

Sony this letter is so messy, but writing on a clipboard 
on my lap is like working on a ship rolling in the waves. 
No stability. 

Sunday 
This place's Twilight Zone-ish or surreal feature, be

yond everything generally, is the "courtyard TV." It's lit
erally outside the room in a box, on all the time, no chairs, 
no volume, no one watching, channel can't be changed 
- but there you have it. 

On Email: If you wish, you could put out the word that 
I can send and receive email, although I prefer posted let
ters. All l need is an email address. I put it in on these 
computers which automatically generate a request to re
ceiver - I have no idea what the subject line is but sus
pect people should check their junk mail for it- then the 
receiver has to somehow respond and approve the situa
tion and we can communicate - maybe. lt costs 5 cents 
per minute to log on here, and I can only use it for 30 
minutes at a time. Phone calls are IS minutes. Then I have 
to wait 30 minutes if I want to use either again. It costs 3 
cents to print a page. It 's an option anyway, although lines 
can be long. 

It was (can't hear it without radio) on the news that 
there was big snow in the east. That seems surreal to me. I 
haven't even had summer. Yesterday the temperature was 
sweatshirt worthy and in my life that's the coolest it's felt 
since last March. - Bonnie Urfer, 0-1970-0-1 

• GEO Group, Inc. designs, constructs, finances and operates 
for-profitjails and prisons in the U.S., the UK, South Africa and 
Australia. 0 
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Women & Children 
First to Be Harmed 

By Radiation 
Olson says that in the United States it may be necessary to 
depart from the international radiation regulations in order 
to deliver constitutional rights to the more than ISO mil
lion women in the country. 

Not just cancer 

It is crucial to recaJI that there is no "safe" dose of ra
diation to anyone of either gender, or any age. All seven 
BEIR reports affirm this finding. Any radioactive emission 
has the potential to cause damage that over time becomes 
cancer. "Cancer is harm," Olson reminds us, and many 
cancers have the power to be lethal. Harm from radiation 
includes not just cancer and leukemia. but immune defi
ciency disorders, reduced fertility. increases in diseases 
like heart disease, birth abnormalities, generational muta
tions, and " ... when damage is catastrophic to a developing 
embryo, spontaneous abortion or miscarriage of a preg
nancy may result," the report warns. 

The increased harm to women is not fully understood, 
"but it is known that reproductive tissue is more sensitive 
to radiation damage, and females have a larger mass of 
reproductive tissues than males," Olson notes. In view of 
the well-documented increased harm, the Principle of Pre
caution must be adopted in order to protect those who are 
most vulnerable to radioactive pollution - women and 
children. The Precautionary Principle dictates that protec
tive action be taken once a potential harm is identified. In 
this case the harm is actual and ongoing. As Olson and 
NIRS point out, "Research may follow, but precaution 
requires that protective action not be postponed pending 
future research results." 

It is crucial to remember that radiation standards were 
originally developed to allow exposure rather than to pre
vent it. Current limits for most industrial radiation in the 
United States, Olson notes, allow fatal cancers among 
members of the general public at a rate that is between 300 
and 3000 times higher than the legal rate of harm from most 
other industrial hazards. 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) now 
aiJows radiation levels to the general public that it projects 
would result in one fatal cancer in every 286 people - by 
which it means adult men - exposed over a lifetime. The 
NRC's risk assessment of one fatal cancer per 286 exposed 
persons "does not reflect the NAS findings that radiation 
at this level [I 00 millirems a year] to women results in 
one fatal cancer in every 201 women." The NRC underes
timates the cancer risk it foists upon women by nearly 40 
percent. 

The public has been subjected to ongoing radioactive 
contamination of air, water, soil and food by above-ground 
bomb tests, and from catastrophic radiation releases in
cluding: Windscale in England, Kyshtym in Russia, Fermi 
I near Detroit, Santa Suzanna in California, Brookbaven 
on Long Island, lbree Mile Island in Pennsylvania, Cher
nobyl in Ukraine and now Fukushima in Japan - to name 
only a few. Operating reactors routinely release radioactiv
ity to the air, water and as solid waste, adding every day to 
potential radiation exposures even without an accident. 

Using units that were developed decades ago and which 
expressly assumed adult males would be receiving the 
doses, "the NRC does not regulate with respect to women 
or children.'' Olson concludes, rightly, that basing nation
al radiation exposure limits on "standard" or "Reference 
Man," is not protective of our species. "The standard ' Ref
erence Man' cannot, of course, reproduce himself." 

- See the NIRS Briefing Paper at: http://www.nirs. 
org/radiadonlnulhealthlraaiadonwomen.pdf o ..... .. . 
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On the Bright Side 
No More Nukes for Mexico 

Mexico is cancelling a nu·clear future though the gov
ernment had plans to build at least 10 new reactors. Rich 
finds in natural gas and a flat rate of energy use are steering 
Mexico in new directions. Mexico began its nuclear power 
program in 1956 though it would be 1989 before the first 
reactor was up and running. Today there are two reactors 
in Mexico that generate only five percent of its electricity. 

Mexico, one of three Latin American nations that cur
rently use nuclear power, is abandoning plans to build as 
many as I 0 new nuclear reactors and will focus on natural 
gas-fired electricity plants after boosting discover ies of the 
fuel. 

"This is a very good decision by the Mexican gov
ernment," said James Williarns, an economist at WTRG 
Economics, an energy research firm in London, Arkansas. 
With a power generation project based on gas "you can 
build multiple plants at a much lower cost and much faster 
pace than a nuclear facility."- Bloomberg News; and www. 
Mexico. vglgovemment, Nov. 2, 2011 

NRC Sees Fewer Victims in Updated 
Study of "Best Case" Meltdown 

Using new computer studies and engineering analyses, 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has decided 
that a reactor meltdown in the United States would result 
in far fewer deaths than it had earlier estimated. The new 
projection is based on the supposition that a melted reac
tor core would vent only I or 2 percent of its ferociously 
radioactive cesium-137 and -134. Earlier projections esti
mated that a reactor meltdown here would spew up to 60 
percent of the core's cesium. 

One person in every 4,348 living within I 0 miles would 
be expected to develop a "latent cancer" as a result of ra
diation exposure, compared with one in 167 in previous 
estimates. 

The New York 1imes interviewed Edwin Lyman, a 
physicist with the Union of Concerned Scientists who 
complained that the NRC has, as the Times said, "con
sistently painted an overly rosy picture and that its latest 
study does as well." Jennifer Uhle, deputy director of the 
commission's office of nuclear regulatory research, admit
ted the report presented the "best estimate" and not the 
worst case. 

Lyman said that the NRC assumed a quick and suc
cessful evacuation of99.5 percent of the people within 10 
miles, which in the case of New York City, 25 miles from 
the rickety lndian Point reactor, is highly unlikely. The 
NRC study did not consider a 50 mile evacuation zone 
like the one the U.S. recommended for people near the 
triple meltdowns in Fukushima in Japan. 

- New York 1imes, "NRC Lowers Estimate of How 
Many Would Die in Meltdown," July 29; & Business 
Week, "Nuclear Meltdown Would Cause Fewer Deaths 
than Thought," NRC Finds, August 2, 201 1 
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Bavaria Divesting from Poison Power 
The Bavaria faction of Gennan Chancellor Angela 

Merkel's influential conservative union has announced 
plans to sell off its significant nuclear power investments 
over the next 10 years. Spurred on by the Fukushima ra
diation crisis in Japan, Bavaria is the latest faction to aban
don its nuclear investments. 

- Der Speigel Oct. 29, 2011 & Deutscbe-Welle, Nov. 27,2011 

Troy Jones, center, joined a lock-down protest 
of the Nevada Test Site aad helped stop business as 
usual there in Aprill997. 

Nukewatch Has a 
New Staff Member 

My name is Troy Jones and I'm mother to two wonderful 
young women. Having invested in the future via these chil
dren I decided back in 1995 to ~uucate myself in an effort to 
ensure that future. So began my journey as an environmen
tal activist. Already a pacifist, I added educational outreacb 
and nonviolent d.irect action to the tool kit. It's my belief that 
providing people with accurate information and the necessary 
tools to act upon that infonnation is the surest way to achieve 
the safe and healthy world we each deserve. Toward that end 
I have worked with the Shundahai Network, Greenpeace, 
Rainforest Action Network, the Ruckus Society and count
less, potent individuals who share my devotion to change 
through education and nonviolent direct action. 

Let me just say how happy I am to be working with Bon
nie, John and Paul ofNukewatch whose sagacity and dedica
tion 1 have long admired. I first met Bonnie during a 1997 
bl01:kade of the Nevada Test Site where 13 people, including 
myself, blocked both sides of U.S. Highway 95 just south of 
the test site. I was immediately struck by her strength and 
joyful spirit. Bonnie's devotion to positive change and her 
tireless efforts in that direction have earned her my utmost re~ 
spect. John and Paul I came to know first through their excel
lent work via the Nukewatch newsletter. It's great to finally 
put a face to these two. I feel fortunate to find myself in the 
company of three such talented folks and am excited to share 
the next leg of this adventure with them. 

Thanks to all the friends and supporters ofNukewatch. It 
will take all of us to effect the changes we seek. I look for
ward to working with you. - TJ 
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Siemens Abandoning Nuclear 
Reactor Construction 

Gennany's nuclear power giant Siemens, the largest 
engineering conglomerate in Europe, announced in Sep
tember that it would stop building nuclear power reactors 
anywhere in the world. 

Following the Gennan government's decision to phase 
out nuclear power by 2022, Peter U~scher, the chief ex
ecutive of the Munich-based conglomerate, said in an in
terview with Der Spiegel, "The chapter for us is closed." 
He emphasized the company's commitment to the rapidly 
growing renewable energy sector and said the decision 
was the firm's answer to '<the clear positioning of German 
society and politics for a pullout from nuclear energy," the 
BBC reported. 

Siemens built a ll of Germany's 17 nuclear power reac
tors and is the first major corporation to announce such a 
complete break with the nuclear industry. 

-New York 1imes, Sept. 19, & BBC Sept. 18, 201 1 

G8 & NATO in Chicago 
Make plans to join the protest at the Joy Stick Assas

sins' Summit: NATO and the G8 together in Chicago, May 
15 to 26, 2012. The G8- the U.S., UK, Japan, Germany, 
France, Italy, Canada and Russia - haven't met together 
with NATO's 28 member state generals since 1977. Civil 
Society is making plans to show the war-making class that 
too many of the seven billion people outside its gates are 
hungry, unemployed, homeless, war weary, disaster-rav
aged, aghast and outraged. The Coalition Against NATO/ 
G8 War & Poverty Agenda (CANG8) is among 50 groups 
organizing protests. Contact cang8.wordpress.com, and 
write to: cangate201 2@gmail.com. 

Protesters' Preventive Medicine 
By Mutual Aid Street Medics 

Going to the NATO/G8 meeting protests in May? Be 
prepared to prevent the most common health problems at 
protests. Unfortunately, the FBI approved chemical weap
ons for crowd dispersal such as tear gas and pepper spray 
in the 1990s, even though they are illegal in warfare, but 
a little preparedness will reduce the chance of exposure or 
help you recover faster. 

1) Dehydration: Bring lots of water - at least three 
liters (0.8 gallons) a day - since many people will dehy
drate quickly, especially if the weather is warm. Bring wa
ter to drink and water in a squirt-top bottle to flush chemi
cals from eyes. Learn more about eye flushes at: http:// 
medic. wikia.com/wiki!Eye _Flush 

2) Low blood sugar: Bring high-quality energy snacks 
-dried fruit and nuts or energy bars and packets ofEmer
gen-C. 

3) Blisters: Wear sturdy broken-in shoes. Bring medical 
paper tape or duct tape. Put the tape on hot spots before 
they bum into blisters. 

4) Sunburn: Bring water-based sunscreens (oil-based 
products can trap chemicals from police weapons) and 
wear protective clothing. 

S) Panic: practice spreading calm. Tell people to "walk" 
in an intense situation rather than saying "don 't run." Take 
a deep breath. Find ways to help and help other people get 
involved. Learn about emotional first aid to prevent lasting 
trauma. 

Protests are often chaotic situations, so to help prevent 
emergencies bring these things with you: 

I) An extra pair of prescription glasses or other assis
tance devices. 

2) Bring prescription medicine in its original container 
if you will need it. 

3) A map of the city, bus routes and money in case you 
need to make a phone call or catch a bus unexpectedly. 

4) Rain gear and an extra pair of clothes. In case you get 
wet or contaminated with chemicals. 

5) Protect yourself from police weapons by protecting 
your eyes, nose, and mouth with goggles, medicaVdust 
masks, or bandanas. 

6) Many people are working to develop support struc
tures for protesters, find out who's there, what the legal 
support number is, and how to get medical help. Watch 
http://www.chicagomassaction.org/ for updates. 

7) A buddy. Don't go to protests alone. Always have 
someone with you. 

The best thing to do in an emergency is stay calm and 
spread that calm around you. If someone gets hurt or ap
pears to have a serious illness, calJ for a medic. Medics 
will generally wear patches or red crosses to identify 
themselves. If a medic isn't available, call 911. Before 
you call 911 make sure that you know where you are, tell 
the dispatcher how many people are hurt, where you are 
(address, intersection, etc.) and a brief description of the 
symptoms, then hang up if you need to help in other ways. 

Contact Mutual Aid Street Medics, a volunteer group 
of .first responders, at: mastr@riseup.neL For more info 
about heallh and safety see: http://medic. wikill.com. 
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Through the Prism of Nonviolence 

The Autumn of Our Discontent 
By John Heid 

"We are here to awaken from the illusion of our separate
ness."- An Occupy Philadelphia sign 

"When it gets down to having to use violence, then you 
are playing the system's games. The establishment will irritate 
you: pull your beard, flick your face to make you fight. Because 
once they get you violent they know how to handle you. The 
only thing they don't know how to handle is non-violence and 
humor." - John Lennon 

"White. Homogenized. I am the I%." Thus read the larger
than-life milk carton that sauntered up our sidewalk Halloween 
night. The Occupy 1\Jcson Movement took a breather to trick
or-treat. John Lennon's insight that the estabHsbment cannot 
handle non-violence and humor came to mind. Score one for 
humor on Halloween night. 

Amidst the politically tepid 1980s, historian Howard Zinn 
forecasted a dramatic change in social activism. Like a locomo
tive, it was coming down the tracks, he said. While Zinn allowed 
that this movement was not yet visible, all one needed to do 
was get on the ground, put an ear to the rail and listen carefully 
to that slow train coming. He saw social transformation as in
evitable despite the facts of socio-political inertia, soul-numbing 
consumerism and rampant militarism. 

Flash forward to the autumn of2011. Buffalo Springfield's 
lyrics echo: "There's something happening here. What it is ain't 
exactly clear ... " Or is it? The wild oats that took root in Zuccotti 
Park have blown across the country, even across oceans. Occupy 
Tucson was established just three blocks from our community 
house. The police evacuated activists to a smaller venue down
town. Is the change Barack Obama promised and so far failed to 
deliver from Washington, DC now blowing in the brisk autumn 
wind from another direction -Main Street America? 

U.S. history is rife with people taking to the streets, though 
less so since Vietnam and the Civil Rights era. In recent t1mes the 
power of place has been more widely rec-
ognized elsewhere in the world: Tianan
men Square in China and Tahrir Square in 
Libya, the Berlin Wall, GreenJ1am Com
mon in England, and Madres de la Plaza 
de Mayo in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The 
eclectic communities of Occupy encan1p
ments not only rekindle a rich populist 
tradition, but the attendant and predict
able police backlash as well. Analyses, 
not unlike mine, fill local papers, as well 
as conversations in coffee shops and on 
street corners. Like it or not, Occupy Wall 
Street holds the moment with ink, specu
lation, hope and anticipation. 

holds headed by someone 65 or older is $170,494 compared to 
$3,662 for younger-age households. The American· Dream has 
not been all it's cracked up to be. Some are beginning to wake 
up. Economic inequities - read injustices- are no longer the 
exclusive purview of those marginalized by race, culture, dis
ability, gender or class. A super-wide swath has been cut between 
the super rich few and the disempowered many by corporations 
and government agents and agencies that do their bidding. 

One of the siJver linings of this movement, as I see it, has 
been the eo-mingling of people of the streets with people now 
on the streets. Hitherto these two communities have not shared 
much common ground. ln Tucson, Occupy activists find them
selves on the turf of a youthful homeless community. Proximity 
has led to communication and negotiation. Layer by layer privi
lege is unpacked. Still ma11y Occupy encampments around the 
country enjoy immunity, however temporary. that homeless folk 
do not. The latter are hauled off to jail routinely and repeatedly. 
What will happen when push comes to shove for Occupy activists? 

Three aspects of the Occupy movement that speak to its 
health and durability are its commitment to nonviolence, to 
consensus decision making and to community. These will hold 
the movement in good stead through the predictably rough days 
ahead. Nonviolence throws a monkey wrench into the apparatus 
of oppression and it allows for movement and growth that vio
lence by definition cannot. 

What's ahead? Winter's at hand. The veneer of government 
tolerance grows thinner by the day. A host of queries bounce 
around in my head. Will Occupation spirit move even deeper 
into the proverbial belly of the beast? Like Occupy Pentagon? 
Monsanto? Raytheon? The World Bank? Guantanamo? 

Can the movement create a vision like that of Gandhi 's 
Constn1ctive Program and a culture of mutual aid? Can the Oc
cupation movement begin to build a new world in the shell of 
the old? Is this movement just another chapter in our history or 
will it enhance the transformation of history as we have known 
it? Can Occupy spark within society a truly revolutionary mo

ment and contribute to an au
thentic people's history? 

Are my hopes too high? r 
think not. The alternatives to 
nonviolent movement are few, 
bleak, tried and lethal. We are 
witnessing a window of op
portunity not given but taken 
from the story line of the busi
ness-as-usual. 

One caution. Lest we for
get, all that's unfolding these 
days is, in point of fact, on 
occupied land, on Original 

Zinn's predictions are taking place, 
literally and figuratively, in public places 
and the public mind. Decades of individu
als' private preoccupations have given 
way to collective occupations. A fertile 
mix of passion, economic provocation 
and privilege have fomented a movement. 
However nascent, its roots run deep. 

Photo by Alfred Meyer Peoples' land. The vast major-
"If I can't dance ... " During breaks from an Oc- ity of us, that is in the United 

tober speaking tour on the subject of Fukushima, States, are occupiers. We are 
N ukewatcb staffer John La Forge was happy to jam the progeny of colonizers, sla
with Occupy Wall Str~et demo~stra~ors at Z_uccotti vers and immigrants. Unless 
Park (above), and w1th occup1ers m Wasbmgton, and until we come clean on 
DC, Baltimore, Maryland and C hicago, Ill. this account, any effort toward 

The wealth gap between younger and older Americans has 
never been wider: 47-to-1. Young adults face the highest unem
ployment since World War fl . The median net worth of house-

a just ordering of society is 
simply an.other sp~cies ofself1~~~~~!&.~ 
decorum'" the hvong room ow mp;re and <om;naoce. ~--1] 

- Jolm Heid. Casa M a rip , 7 • ·. '· ... At!(._ l "' ~ 
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